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Dear Student of the Fantastic Future:
You will find listed in this NEW Announcement a number of
Monographs that are NEW to you — several of them are "just
off the press". Now is an excellent time to complete your
library of Monographs — while you can still receive them.
NOW, while the mail is still moving on schedule; NOW, while
you are in a learning mood; NOW, before you get even a month
older; and NOW, before the Great "Blackout" takes place ....
yes, "now is the accepted time" to TRAVEL forward on THE PATH,
All of the TEN Monographs are "down-to-earth" — that is,
written so that a Student can understand. When you can un
derstand what is written you have ten times the capacity to
put the Information, Instruction and Revelation to work in
your LIFE and AFFAIRS
The TEN Monographs listed in the
Catalog are full size — 8 1/2 x 11
inches.
To the left of this page is a re
duced facsimile of one of the TEN.
This particular Monograph is "THE
FLAMING FATE OF THE USA". It has
NINE Chapters: "The Flaming Fate
of the USA", "Many Americans will
be Imprisoned", "The Enemy is
Now in Our Borders", "No Friend
ly Nation Will Come to Our Aid",
"1976 — The Great Turning Point f
"The Great Re-Construction Per
iod Begins", "Start Mental and
Spiritual Expansion NOW", "The
Enemy Will Flee in Utter Con
fusion", "Amazing Changes in
All America".
This Monograph is No. 1 on the
SPECIAL ORDER FORM. It is
only $2.00 Postpaid.
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FOREWORD
In this Monograph -- TOGETHERNESS -- the "setting" or the time
of action takes place between July 1976 and July 1980. It is at
this time that the United States will begin its great reconstruc
tion period. The "Red" enemies did a very thorough job of destruc
tion — from east to west, from north to south.
The population of the United States will, after 1976, be just
about half of what it is today. No, there will be no atomic war;
not a single nuclear bomb will fall on the USA -- there are too
many of the Red Enemies within our borders. A single bomb dropped
on any one of our large cities could wipe out the entire population
of that city and one half of them would be "RED". While the Commun
ists have no great love for each other, the Red Enemies are here for
the purpose of taking over the country, not to destroy it.
Not until they become aware that their plot is a great failure
and a disaster to them will they put the entire country to the
torch. Then they will flee for their "red" lives beyond our bor
ders, fearing terrible reprisals if they remain.
Churches will be demolished by the "red enemy", even those
churches which have been so vocal about "equality1, "justice",
"fair play" and "morality" (?). Many of the church denominations
will go out of existence entirely when they cannot meet the NEW
standards of Spirituality and the Seven GIFTS.
The SEVEN GIFTS will be very much in evidence in the NEW
United States of America. The GIFT of TEACHER is in the center
of the cluster of the Seven GIFTS (see design on front cover of
this Monograph), but I feel that the GIFT of Healing will be of
great importance for some time to come so as to keep all the Ameri
cans alive, and put them in a state of good Health so they may re
main in physical embodiment until they know how to practice the art
of becoming two years younger for each year they grow older.
The "Prophetic Fraternity" is now shouting noises in our ears
that "Armageddon is close at hand". They mean the world Armageddon
and think the USA is included. Our "Armageddon" starts about 19 6 9 
1971 right here in the USA and will last until the last traitor of
the "red armies" flee our shores in July of 1976. The World Arma
geddon, in which we will have no part, comes near the end of this
Century, about 1999* It will take place in the Valley of Megiddo,
about 60 miles north of Jerusalem.
But we have better things to do than even think about the
"Red Enemies". We have to develop our SEVEN GIFTS now in order to
be of the greatest help among our own people and those who will be
on our side, and so let's get started without delay.
THE AUTHOR.

TOGETHERNESS

- by Harry J. Gardener
We will quote from the last paragraph of the Monograph en
titled "Out of the Night": -- "Mr. Workman thought to himself,
'In a few years the Valley will be quite green with all of those
trees that Bob and George planted'. Both Bob and George viewed
the Valley and all they had done as though the trees and shrubs
were already quite mature. However, Mr. Newman actually saw it
as fully completed, with walks, flowers and trees ... more- than
that he saw the students, the novices, the members of the 'Fellow
ship' there, all happy and serene for they had, through their own
efforts, come OUT OF THE NIGHT and were in the LIGHT -- the Light
of the NEW DAY".
You will note that the "students, the novices, the members of
the Fellowship" were all in the "Light of the NEW DAY" -- however,
they were in different stages of T0DEVELOP SELF-TOGETHERNESS.
GETHERNESS. The LIGHT has to be real
ized, accepted and then made a part of
each Individual, and not only that, but the LIGHT must be constantly
EXPANDED from that of Student to Novice and to that of Fellowship.
Many of you have passed from the position of Student and into the
knowledge of a Novice, probably quite some time ago. Many of you
have been on THE PATH for a considerable time, even before the
AQUARIAN AGE became a reality in February of 1962. Any number have
joined the rank of Fellowship and are at this present time so far
on the UPWARD PATH that they are actually becoming two years younger
for each year they are getting older.
One always has to develop Self-Togetherness before he becomes
eligible for the GREATER TOGETHERNESS with other people. Other
wise he would become MASS-MINDED and there is no escape from that
terrible condition - - h e becomes like the Masses from being around
the Masses and thinking their absurd thoughts. Quite true not all
of the thoughts of the Masses are stupid, but worthwhile thoughts
are so outnumbered by silly, erroneous, asinine and sometimes insideous thoughts that the worthwhile thoughts come to the surface only
occasionally and are never spoken or voiced above a whisper.
But don't feel that these tiny worthwhile thoughts aren't
worth anything; if that were true the mass-minded would never be
anything more than "zombies"
* * * * * * * * * * *
Some distance from the adobe "hut" in the Valley, where Mr.
Workman 3 pent so many happy hours reading and daydreaming, there
had been, in the past, a mining operation with a tunnel leading
back into the mountain for a considerable distance. Evidently it
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had been a gold mine, but whether the former operators ever reali
zed any profit from it was not known. When Workman had purchased
the property he had tried to determine who the former owners of
the mine were but no record of the mine could be found, which would
indicate that it was very old and had been dug while California
was a possession of either Mexico or Spain.
Mr. Newman had known of the tunnel. He had said; "Whatever
the original owners had dug it for, it was now the property of the
Fellowship and would be used by them". He had instructed Workman
to purchase lumber and building supplies and to conceal them in
the tunnel for the purpose of building a "Fellowship House" as soon
as the destructive actions of enemy agents in the USA was over.
When Bob Workman and his friend George came home on vacation for
the summer they would be busily engaged in carrying out Mr. Newman's
somewhat mysterious order. However, there wasn't too much mystery
about it for Workman, George and Bob; they all knew that the build
ing material would be used to build a "Retreat" for the Fellowship.
The construction of the Retreat started within a short time
after the destructive forces of foreign agents had fled our shores
for destinations as far away from the USA as possible. Quite a
few Members of the Fellowship began to arrive on the location and
with some hired help from the vicinity of what had been the town
of Casa del Rey, the Retreat quickly began to take shape. Just
about the time that the Retreat House was nearing completion the
hired help were beginning to be offered employment in "town" -
the NEW Casa del Rey. They had many surprised during the con
structing of the Retreat. They soon discovered that the building
material had been concealed in the rather long tunnel for a con
siderable period of time, or before the destructive work of the
foreign agents, but who was supplying the money for them? Probably
it had been hidden away also. In their pay envelopes the silver
dollars and the other silver money all bore dates well before the
US Government began to coin "synthetic money". But there were so
many more unusual and supernatural happenings going on that no one
gave this issuing of "real money" too much thought.
The Fellowship House was at last sufficiently completed for
the various members of the Order to move into the building. There
were no "seekers" present, but there were quite a number of Aspirrants in attendance. The difference between Seekers and Aspirants
is not too great. A Seeker is one who is looking for something,
metaphysically and Spiritually speaking; an Aspirant is one who has
found what he was looking for as a seeker — namely THE UPWARD PATH.
When the Seeker finds the UPWARD PATH and starts traveling on it he
is no longer a searcher or an inquirer, but-Tie “has found “that which
he seeks and immediately becomes an Aspirant -- aspiring to the
Greater Life.
Quite often the Aspirant, although he is Traveling on the UP
WARD PATH, has sublimated as yet only but one or two of his nine or
ten Negative Emotions (see page 10 of your copy of the Monograph
4

"Your Next Life is NOW”). If he has overcome Fear and Frustration
he will make fast progress. For you right now, before phenomenal
things begin to happen throughout the world, is the time when you
or any one who knows this SYSTEM can make the most rapid progress
on the PATH.
And so, at the Fellowship House or Monastery the Aspirants
were busily engaged in rooting out those nine or ten miserable old
Negatives which were afflicting them while they were in a state of
mass-mindedness.
One more difference between a Seeker and an Aspirant is that
the Seeker "seeks" just as he is, with all of his nine or ten Nega
tives. One day though the thought comes to him, "There must be a
better way than this". Then the information will come to him,
quite often in an unusual way, to "turnabout-". Almost" Instantly
he realizes that he has miserable Negative Emotions that have been
with him almost all his life -- as far back as he can remember, and
once he gets to "outing" them (page 10 of "Your Next Life is NOW")
he can check these Negative Emotions, regardless of whether he is
an Introvert or an Extrovert.
The Seeker, In doing a "turnabout", can no longer be a con
fused Seeker, but almost instantly becomes an Aspirant on the UP
WARD PATH. Not very far on the PATH perhaps, but the knowledge of
his Negative Emotions and a desire to "sublimate" them puts him
very definitely on the UPWARD PATH the moment he starts one of the
three Sublimation Exercises.
Perhaps there are other Sublimation Exercises than the three
that are listed in "This Is Your New Day" (pages 10 and 11) but we
have never come across any more. As you will remember the ones we
listed were "The Talking-Out Exercise"; "The Taping-Out Exercise"
and "The Writing-Out Exercise". "The Talking-Out Exercise" is the
most expensive. One has to have the services of a Professional
Listener, or a Psychologist, or a Psychiatrist at $25.00 per hour,
and it may take a vast number of hours.
"The Taping-Out Exercise" requires the use of a tape recorder.
A very nice'inexpensive one will do the same work as a $300 machine.
Then there is the "Writing-Out Exercise". All you need for this
method is pen and ink and a pad of inexpensive 8|- x 1 1 inch paper.
When you have eight or nine, perhaps ten, Negative Emotions
that you are attempting to control or "sublimate" one by one by
sheer force of will while you are "Writing-Out" you will realize
that you are not "all together", but this will not bother you too
much when you realize that you will eventually be the complete
master of the situation.
oooOOOooo
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THEN ON TO TWO-FOLD SELF-TOGETHERNESS

Chapter Two
Everything was coming along well at the Fraternity House or
lonastery in the beautiful valley just beyond the hills that ran
along the Coast Highway. Most of the Aspirants were on their way
to becoming Novices. They had done this by making a complete
turnabout from the Negative to the Positive. Quite true they had
not sublimated all their old-time Negatives with one of the three
methods or Exercises intended for this very purpose, however all
the Aspirants by this time had fully determined which of the nine
or ten Negatives they were afflicted with. They had made the great
"turnabout*1" in their own Conscious Realm of Mind; not to let the
"9 or 10" bother them any longer. But as most of the Aspirants
were Introverts (not Extroverts) quite often when it came to a
"test", they would "backslide" momentarily and would become afflic
ted by one, or two Negatives.
Probably the most a'nnoying Negatives were Anxiety and Frustra
tion, but there would be seven or eight others that were equally
annoying at times. However as no two Individuals are exactly alike
those Negatives which bothered some Aspirants did not seem to trouble
the others. That is not to say that they were free from those Nega
tives, they all had eight or nine, probably ten, Negatives of a
somewhat different "shade" or dimension.
Below I have listed ten Negatives that any Introvert could
possess even if he has done an "about-face" -- going in the oppo
site direction -- which does not eliminate any of the Negatives;
it simply means that he no longer lets them rise up and conflict
with him. Until the Negatives have been "rooted out" with one of
the three Exercises they are ready to spring forth without a moments
notice and start afflicting again. Here is the list of the ten
Negatives that an Introvert could most likely be afflicted with:
Anxiety
Irritability

Disappointment
Ineffectiveness

Disgust

Fear

Timidity

Frustration

Worry

Superstition

The moment the Introvert begins to use any of the three Exer
cises, and piakes some progress with eliminating one Negative, the
others, which are his, will show themselves. Then he no longer
need remain in doubt which ones are his. These are all stored away
in the Sub-Conscious Realm of Mind. The True Aspirant is told by
his Instructor; "Work with your Sub-Conscious Realm of Mind". Start
in on the Elimination Work first by the one your Sub-Consciousness
is willing to remove. However, after two or three days of waiting
on your Sub-Conscious without any indication which one the Sub-Con
scious wishes you to Write-Out, Tape-Out, or Talk-Out, then you are
free to choose the one particular Negative Emotion which will give
you the most relief when you "Out" it. This will be easy when you
have done an "about-face" and are no longer adding more power to
- 6 -

your eight, nine or ten Negative Emotions.
Regardless of their age most of the men at the Fellowship
House in the Valley were Novices and all except the "upper class men" — Acolytes, Neophytes, Adepts, etc. -- were very busy in
the "negating" of their Negatives. They were coming along fine
regardless of the great differences, in their ages and previous
backgrounds. Some of the younger men could not have been more
than twenty years old, others were in their early thirties, in
their middle forties, and some in their sixties and seventies
and older. All worked at the "rooting out" Exercises daily. It
was much more convenient to do the Writing-Out Exercise once they
became aware of this wonderful means of getting rid of Negative
Emotions. A few tried the Taping-Out Method and those who got
good results with this Exercise were encouraged by their Teachers,
Brothers of the Light, to continue on by this Method.
The 21st of March is observed in most Mystical Retreats as a
time of real TOGETHERNESS. At the Monastery in'the Valley, no
matter what their Station on the PATH, the Aspirants, Novices,
Initiates and Adepts stayed close to one another. The Aspirants
and Novices needed the protection of the older members of the Fel
lowship, and the older members received in turn much energy from
the younger men (younger in years).
There is nothing to fear about the Vernal Equinox, 21st of
March (which is the first day of Spring), but one should, if pos
sible, be outdoors and arrayed in proper garb -- the lighter the
clothing the better. One should wear some sort of light hat if
the day is hot. All the members of the Fraternity were."issued"
light weight, white, broadbrimed hats.
A few of the younger Aspirants, from time to time, would wander
off from the main group. The older Members kept an eye out for this
and would guide the wandering Aspirants back with the rest of the
group again.
The question is asked, "Why is there fear and trepidation
concerning the 21st of March -- the beginning of Spring?" That
is a good question. On this date the denizens of the Lower Astral
World come forth and afflict mankind in any way they can. If one
knows about this he can outwit the inhabitants of the Lower Astral
World by associating with other human beings in a jolly, good
natured way and staying in the sunshine as much as possible, but
not of course to the extent that one gets sunburned. If the day
is very hot keep in the shade, or if the day is overcast, then the
shade is not necessary. However, a person can sunburn on a light
cloudy day by the actinic rays from the sun which find their way
right through the clouds. There is nothing worse than a "good
sunburn" on the 21st of March. At the time of the Autumnal Equi
nox, on the 21st of September, there is no such danger from the
demons of the Lower Astral World. In Ancient Rome the 15th day of
March was known as "The Ides of March". This corresponds a great
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deal to our 21st of March. Due to the fact the Pope, Gregory
XIII, changed the calendar the Roman "Ides of March" now is set
just about astride the 21st of March by our calendar. If you
will remember, Julius Caesar was stabbed to death on March 15,
their old Roman Time.
In her book,. "Psychic Self Defense", the late Dion Fortune,
an exceedingly great Occultist, devotes considerable space to the
seriousness that can befall a person who is mentally aberrated on
the date of the 21st of March. Anxiety, Disappointment, Fear,
Worry and Even Superstition can be very debilitating to one who
has NOT made the "turnabout". However if the person is on the
UPWARD PATH, even just a little way, which means he has made the
"turnabout" in his own mind, he is not likely to do any harm to
himself or anyone, even though he may be a "deep-dyed-in-the-wool
Introvert."
Just as soon as the Student has made the change from "left to
right" he will be well on the way to becoming a real Aspirant and
is no longer subject to the Lower Astral World. But even so, one
should be a bit careful regarding the "Ides of March" which now
falls on the 21st of March each year.
As I have told you before, things which are very painful to
you, causes a joyful "feeling" to the Sub-Conscious. If it exper
ienced miseries as you do. it would not clutch on to them and save
them up, but it cannot feel miserable experiences as anything but
joyous ones and so it "gives" you the mo3t miserable it can select.
It doesn't realize that you can't feel pain as a joyous thing, and
so every time it makes you sick and afflicted, and you feel misery
and pain the (crazy) Sub-Conscious "feels" the more you double up
with pain the more joy you are experiencing.
But when you "turnabout" and not engage in those things that
are harmful for your body -- that cause pain -- but engage only in
those activities that cause you Joy, Happiness, Enthusiasm, Zeal
and Fervor, the Sub-Conscious can feel them also and a little fur
ther along, when you allow yourself nothing but the Positive Joys
that we have just mentioned, your Sub-Conscious will then make a
Grand Turnabout and then you will not experience any thing that
is Negative in any way. Then you will live a life that is all
Joy and Happiness.
This then is the purpose of the Retreat in the Valley: to
teach young men, and old, how they can cast out all of their Nega
tives and build in POSITIVES, to live in a thrilling, ever-present
world or environment. At the same time be so well trained that
in their Joy and Positiveness they can go out and teach others to
make a Positive Turnabout, root out their Negatives, and Live a
Joyous, worthwhile Life from here ON.
oooOOOooo
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ADVANCING TO THREE-FOLD SELF-TOGETHERNESS
Chapter Three

This Three-Fold Togetherness when accomplished in easy steps
-- and that is the only way it can be accomplished -- is as sim
ple as changing your mind. If It was difficult at all the aver
age person could not do it, but anyone who DESIRES to can accomp
lish it in easy steps. With all your knowledge about the Five
Departments of Life, the Conscious, Sub-Conscious and the SUPER
CONSCIOUSNESS, it should be quite simple for you.
In the previous Lesson we spoke about the Conscious and the
Sub-Conscious Realms of Mind. In this Lesson we are concerned with
the SUPER-CONSCIOUS REALM OF MIND. It needs no introduction as
far as you are concerned; you have read about It in past lessons,
and of course some of you are already putting the wonderful SUPER
CONSCIOUSNESS to use ... that is, you are beginning to employ the
faculty of GENIUS in your life and affairs.
As I have written before, some folks believe that we have
three minds and that the three are loosely connected in some unex
plainable way with one another. They also say that our minds (3 )
can work independently of each other -- in other words they believe
that we have a "three-way split personality". That is not correct,
for any person who has Psychic Sight can easily ascertain that we
have only ONE mind, but It is in three separate "phases", Conscious
Sub-Conscious and SUPER-CONSCIOUS.
Let us get back to the Fellowship Monastery. The men there
were nicely adjusting to the idea of studying, although all of
them had been out of school for quite some period of time due to
the chaotic conditions that had been rampant in the United States.
They were getting along In a wonderful way with their "Outing" Ex
ercises and were already beginning to reap the rewards of their
efforts. For one thing they had improved so in their Mental Depart
ment due to their "turnabout" from Negative to Positive, that they
began to think differently. This showed on their faces -- no more
lines of Frustration in the older men; and with the younger men,
they had a real purpose of living, and that too, showed in their
countenance.
By this time they not only had their first, second and third
Negative Emotion Written or Talked OUT, but some of the more zeal
ous Aspirants were working on their fourth or fifth. After a per
son has disposed of the first one, and then eliminated his second,
the Good Work goes quite rapidly from that time on. Some of the
older students made much more rapid progress than the younger ones
-- they were actually becoming much younger than they were growing
older. The older members of the Fellowship, because of their age,
weren't getting better results than the younger members, but their
appearance was considerably more YOUTHIFIED than when they had come
to the Monastery. This made them very glad that they were alive,
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for now they could see the grand results every time they looked
Into a mirror.
Not only was their appearance Improved, but so too was their
health. They had been afflicted by everything from biliousness to
baldness; deafness to dyspepsia; heart trouble to rheumatism, and
a whole host of other afflictions that their Negative Emotions had
brought upon them. Actually they had afflicted themselves with
these miserable physical conditions by negative thinking which they
had been indulging in since an early age -- some from infancy.
When they first came to the Fellowship House in the Valley
they had actually made their first "turnabout" ... by coming. They
had enough faith in themselves and enough faith in the Fraternity
to respond to the invitation.
Coming to the Fraternity House wasn't too easy for many of the
men. Please remember that at this particular time the USA had been
laid waste by the Red Enemy. There was no "through" train service
-- both the trains and the railroads had been thoroughly bombed
almost out of existence. Only short stretches of highway could be
used -- all the bridges had been systematically wrecked by high
explosives, and on the long, flat highways of the Middle West,
there were gaping holes caused by "red" bombings. The airlines
had not been re-established -- both planes and landing fields were
in a shattered condition. But now back to the Lesson.
In the ten spaces below write in your nine or ten Negative
Emotions (as found on page 10 of your copy of "YOUR NEXT LIFE IS
NOW"). Don't be influenced by the ten Negative Emotions that are
listed on page 6 of this Monograph. You are an Individual and all
Individuals whether they are Introverts or Extroverts have differ
ent Negative Emotions. Use a pencil and write them in lightly at
first. Keep working on the selection, you may desire to erase and
change the list several times before you have discovered just which
Negative Emotions are definitely yours.

The Aspirants at the Monastery were given the list of 36 Nega
tives (found on page 10 of "YOUR NEXT LIFE IS NOW") and a space for
listing them (as above). Only a few of the Aspirants could honestly
list ten Negatives. As we mentioned in "Your Next Life is NOW" the
early day Church Fathers considered only Seven Negatives, called by
them the "Seven Deadly Sins". Fear and Frustration, the most deadly
Negatives (Sins) that we have in our midst today, were passed over
lightly by the early Fathers. They probably never heard of the
most deadly of Negatives -- FRUSTRATION.
The Aspirants had gone
through great Frustration before they had entered the Monastery,
10

and while there was no Frustration at the Fellowship House, every
Aspirant had "brought along" this Negative. It was there in the
Negative Part of his Sub-Consciousness, just ready to spring forth
at the slightest irritation to overwhelm the Aspirant.
No matter how long it has been since we experience a Negative
if we have ever used it in any degree in the past it is there in
the Sub-Consciousness ready to jump forward and assert itself.
Moving from place to place, to a nicer environment perhaps, does
not remove Negatives. When a Negative is not on the increase due
to the fact that we do not, for any reason, use it any more, it
doesn't mean that it is dead, withered away or no longer in exist
ence. It Is dormant and It actually grows or expands in the dor
mant stage just waiting for the day when it can flash into action.
You see It is a definite part of your crazy Sub-Consciousness, and
your Sub-Conscious has no reason, no judgment.
By the time the students at the Monastery had rid themselves
of three of their Negative Emotions they were each issued an Equi
lateral Prism (four inches long -- one Inch wide on each of the
three surfaces) to be used in developing Psychic Sight. Actually
the prism does not develop Psychic Sight except in a "roundabout
way". The colors that one sees through the use of a prism are
the same as those seen in another person's aura through Psychic
Sight. The use of the prism is for the purpose of familiarizing
the student with the colors of auras.
In C . W. Ledbetter's book, "Man, Visible and Invisible" there
are twenty-four full page drawings in full color showing man in the
various states of Expansion into the Greater Life. They begin with
the African primitive savage, and come all the way up through Mass
mindedness until the person becomes an Individual and then on to
the stage of AMBIVERT. However there is more Expanding to do even
after one becomes an AMBIVERT or even a Mystic.
The nice part of all this is that after one has sucessfully
"Outed" his first Negative Emotion, he becomes so delighted when
he sees his achievement, that he has an incentive to go on to his
second Negative Emotion which he will probably dispose of In a
much shorter time.
All the time he is working with routing out his Negatives his
aura is taking on brighter colors, and the darker and more Negative
colors (those of the savage) are beginning to fade away. Soon he
is no longer mass-minded and with some more training he moves into
the Fellowship of the Novice.
000OOO000
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ULTIMATELY -- SEVEN-FOLD SELF-TOGETHERNESS
Chapter Four

You are now all together in a way that you couldn't dream
of when you first started to overcome "asunderness". When you be
come a SEVEN-FOLD INDIVIDUAL there is no telling where you can go
with your EXPANSION INTO LIFE PROGRAM. Rooting out your miserable
eight or nine Negatives, and making the Great Turnabout has indeed
made you a completely different person.
Quite true the "digging out" process of the Negatives is only
half of the Wonderful Work. Building In POSITIVE EMOTIONS such as
Joy, Happiness, Fervor, Enthusiasm, ZeaT, Etc., is also a part of
it and has worked Wonders also. It is not just "digging out" that
makes a marvelous NEW YOU, it is also "building in" Positive EMO
TIONS. This is the other half of the GREAT WORK. You do not wish
to be your old-time backward-moving self, but the marvelous for
ward moving SELF. This is the NEW YOU which you can never lose,
nor do you wish to lose it for to do so would mean becoming the
old, tired, miserable self with which you have been so unhappy.
On the cover of this Monograph is the SIGN OF TOGETHERNESS.
It has Seven Circles, surrounding a middle circle which represents
YOU. Building in Positive Emotions, as we mentioned above, in the
place of the Negative Emotions which you are "rooting out" adds new
life to the cluster of SEVEN. When you have eliminated to a con
siderable extent your Negative Emotions by the "outing" process you
will begin to be aware that you have SEVEN POWERS that you never
experienced before. The more you remove your Negative Emotions and
build in POSITIVE ones the greater and more powerful will your
SEVEN CIRCLES of the GREATER LIFE become.
We are living right now in the most amazing times. "Wars and
rumors of war" should not bother you one single bit, even though
you may be on a battle front. Any number of young and older sol
diers now on battle fronts that have been so well drilled in the
FIVE DEPARTMENTS OF LIFE and have "outed" many of their old-time
Negative Emotions that they are at this very time on the PATH of
the Seven Circles. Their only concern is that people (friends
and relatives) who do not understand these marvelous revelations
are fearful about them and worry about them -- constantly sending
them negative thoughts.
The SEVEN CIRCLES on the cover of this Monograph represent
YOU, in several different forms after you have Reversed Your Life.
I might" add that before your reversal they simply meant your
Seven most Negative Emotions. If you are an Introvert they could
represent Anxiety, Disappointment’
, Despondency, FEAR, FRUSTRATION,
Worry and perhaps Superstition. If you are an Extrovert they may
be Anger, Covetousness, Envy, FRUSTRATION, Hypocrisy, Lust and/or
extreme Selfishness. As you know only an AMBIVERT has no Negative
Emotions. Quite true, before a person becomes an AMBIVERT he may
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have had as many as nine or ten Negatives, but by "Outing" them
one by one and building in Positive EMOTIONS he finally arrives
at the place of the AMBIVERT on the PATH.
When a person does an about-face -- changing from Negative
to POSITIVE -- he does it as fast as he humanly can, and then his
SEVEN CIRCLES make a wonderful change. The SEVEN CIRCLES in all
probability change to Joy, Happiness, Peace, Enthusiasm, Fervor,
Zeal and Wisdom.. Quite true there are many more Positive EMO
TIONS, but for a starter these are BASIC. If a person can attain
just a few of these he is well on his way to becoming a full
fledged Aspirant.
The genuine Aspirants are the ones who are actually TRAVELING
ON THE PATH eliminating their Negatives and faithfully building in
POSITIVES, Joy,“Happiness, Peace, etc., etc. When an Aspirant
gets to the place where he actually experiences Peace he is at a
very critical moment. The Fellowship Brothers at the Monastery
keep a close lookout for the "Peace trap", as they call it. Every
Aspirant has to go through the feeling of Perfect Peace, but he
must not yield to the temptation of stopping there, for what is
to come is a thousand times more joyous than Peace.
There was a saying about twenty or thirty years ago: "Peace,
isn't it wonderful!" Many good people actually block themselves
from experiencing Fervor, Zeal and Wisdom by being satisfied with
the feeling of Peace. Yes, I'll admit that Peace is a wonderful
thing, but the feeling of Peace can be, at the same time, very
blighting. One says to himself; "I have Peace, wonderful Peace,
why should I go on seeking other attainments? In so doing I may
perchance lose my 'blessed Peace'". The Brothers on THE PATH know
about this "trap" and when the Aspirant radiates a certain shade
of color in his aura -- it is a beautiful shade of pink, or it
could be a light shade of blue, or a combination of these colors -
the Brothers at the Fellowship Monastery take him aside and explain
the danger to him of settling for Peace no matter how delightful it
seems to be at the time.
I have personally known of Aspirants who have gotten into the
"Peace trap", and nothing that I could do would snap them out of
it. If I tried to do so "in a peaceful sort of way" they would
look at me with a benign smile on their faces, or if I told them
the "Gospel Truth" about the "Peace trap" they would get up and
walk away, and I would often never see them again. However, I
did not have all of the facilities of a Fellowship Monastery to
back me up in those cases.
Older people are able to get through the "trap" with little
assistance from anyone. They have had so many disappointments in
life that when they become Aspirants the "Peace trap" isn't much
of a temptation to them to linger on the PATH and enjoy the Joys
of Peace. They seem to realize that there are more thrilling Emo
tions to come, and in their TRAVELINGS they will most certainly
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not lose the Joy of Peace they now experience, but will add to it.
The next dimension that the Aspirant will come to is the ex
perience of being a Novice. This is the Circle next up from the
bottom on either side of our diagram on the cover of this Mono
graph. The Circle opposite represents the next dimension when
he will be known as an Acolyte, next a Neophyte, and then on and
on up THE CIRCLE to be recognized (by his aura) as an Adept, then
a Mystic, and then a Brother of the Light. He is then in the cen
ter of the CIRCLE -- Number ONE.
However to an untrained eye, all the Members of the Fellow
ship would look alike. They all wear white robes, unless they are
doing manual labor, and if they are working in the hot sunlight,
they wear broad-brimmed white hats. However, if you have Psychic
Sight, you can tell them by their beautiful auras of various hues.
Not only by the beautiful shades or bright colors, but by the
size of the aura.
When our Aspirant becomes an Acolyte or probably a Neophyte
he will begin to view the auras of others. This experience will
come on the Neophyte or Acolyte whenever he wills to see an aura
of another person. As often as he wills to see the other persons
aura, he will view it, and instantly hewill know more about the
person than if he lived with him for a lifetime.
One of the purposes for developing Psychic Sight is to take a
look at the other person psychically and know what he is really
like. We are rapidly being initiated into the AquarTan~Age where
it is highly important to view the aura of the other person when
we are dealing with them to know "what manner of man he is". The
one sure way, and it is quick, is to view his aura.
The average mass-minded person is never quite "normal"; his
every Emotion changes the color of his aura, but the person with
Psychic Sight allows for this and tries to view the aura of the
person when he is fairly calm, not when he is under the influence
of one of the 36 Negative Emotions that can raise havoc with the
person's aura.
When a person has developed his Psychic Sight to the extent
that he can view the other person's aura, he can see it change
with every new thought. The aura of the mass-minded person, be
cause he is completely "asunder", is a rapidly changing, flashing
conglomeration of dark, drab, and lurid hues. As the Aspirant
overcomes his "asunderness" and is on the way to SEVEN-FOLD TO
GETHERNESS his aura changes to one of brighter and purer shades
of color. The colors change with his every thought too, but the
changes reflect his Mental calm and serenity much the same as the
colors of a beautiful sunset slowly dissolve from one georgeous
shade to another.
0 0 0 OOO 0 0 0
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THE MAGIC OP WORKING OF MIRACLES
Chapter Five
Time for the members of the Fellowship in the Monastery over
the hill from the Pacific Ocean passed quickly. They were prac
ticing TOGETHERNESS in themselves by constantly rooting out Nega
tives and as they progressed - - b y rooting out more Negative Emo
tions -- they found themselves much more in harmony with one another.
A person just cannot practice TOGETHERNESS with others as long as
he is in a state of asunderness with himself. The two do not har
monize for the simple-reason thaf they areTcTiametrically opposed to
each other -- opposite poles, so to speak.
When the various members of the Fellowship first came together
they "tolerated each other" for that was the "right thing to do",
but now a year had passed and each one had rooted out a number of
Negatives, and at the same time had built in POSITIVES in the way
of Joy, Enthusiasm, Zeal and Fervor so that their attitudes toward
one another had made a considerable change. The older men found
themselves two to three years younger in appearance and feeling
than when they had come to the Fellowship house Just over a year
before. Actually they had "thrown off" more than Just the years
in the time of building and residing at the Monastery. They were
much more keen and alert Mentally, their "aches and pains" had
left them -- they could now do a full days work outside the Fellow
ship House in the gardens and among the beautiful flowers.
They had improved very much in the Human Relations Department
of Life, and they looked forward to morning and evening "Chapel"
where they received real Spiritual Awakening and awareness.
They were taught the Seven manifestations of the Spirit -
Apostles, Prophets, TEACHERS, Working of Miracles, Healers, Words
of Wisdom, and lastly the Discerning of Spirits. On the front
cover of this Monograph you will find a drawing with seven circles.
The No. 1 Circle with "YOU" in the center of it, indicates that the
NEW YOU -- minus a great many Negatives and plus a number of delight
ful POSITIVES -- is actually YOU.
YOU always start out as a TEACHER. No matter where you are
it will be necessary for you to be a TEACHER to others, in order
to determine just which of the Seven GIFTS of the Spirit is yours.
Every one has a GIFT if he is on the UPWARD PATH; it may be that
of Teacher, or if you are an older person it may be that of an
Apostle, Prophet, Worker of Miracles, or if you are a younger per
son your GIFT of the Spirit could be that of a Healer, or the GIFT
of the Words of Wisdom, or of Discerning of Spirits. This last
GIFT is not the least important of the GIFTS by any means. Read
First John, Chapter 4, verses 1-3. Anyone can practice that right
now, but there is much more in store for the person who has the
GIFT of Discerning of Spirits. . The Spirits will be much closer to
humanity after 1976 than they are today, both the White Spirits
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and the Black variety and the ability to discern "which is which"
is very, very important. The world and especially the United
States had been terribly disillusioned with the "cry of peace and
safety" (l Thess. 5:3) when their beautiful "peace" suddenly blew
up in their face, and "safety" became only a word with no meaning.
However, you knew of these things, and were expecting that the
false peace which the mass-minded was so delighted with was actual
ly a "snare, a fraud and a delusion". But you could not tell the
mass-minded that, you would be actually "casting your pearls before
swine".
Turn to the front cover again. YOU are in the center of your
Seven Circles. By assuming the role of TEACHER you will learn
exactly what your real GIFT is. Let us say that you find it to be
the GIFT of the Working of Miracles. This wonderful GIFT will be
extensively used after mid-summer of 1 9 7 6 , in fact it can be and
is being employed right now, but there is not too much written
regarding this Miraculous GIFT. We are not quite far enough along
in this LAST GENERATION (which only started Feb. 4-5, 1962) to
know how extensive the practice of the GIFT of Miracles really is.
Some claim that it includes the GIFT of Healing, but I feel that
Healing and Miracles are two separate and distinct GIFTS.
Harold Horton, in his revealing book, "The Gift of the Spirit"
had the following to say about the Working of Miracles:
"A miracle, therefore, is a supernatural intervention in the
ordinary course of nature; a temporary suspension of nature, as we
know it. The gift of the working of miracles operates by the
energy of dynamic force of the Spirit in reversal or suspension
of natural laws. A miracle is a sovereign act of the Spirit of
God, irrespective of laws or systems. A miracle has no explanation
other than the sovereign power of the Lord. God is not bound by
His own laws. God acts as He will either within or outside of what
we understand to be laws, whether natural or supernatural. To speak
of God as though He were circumscribed by the laws of His own
making, is to reduce Him to the creature plane and impair the very
essence of His eternal attributes. When in a sudden and sovereign
act, God steps outside the circle by which His creatures or crea
tion are boundaried, we call it a miracle. And so does God in
the Scriptures."
"We can classify", says Gordon Lindsay, "most miracles in the
following groups -
"Miracle
"Miracle
"Miracle
"Miracle
"Miracle

of
of
of
of
of

supply.
raising the dead.
judgment.
deliverance.
overruling nature.

"There are some miracles that do not classify so easily. For
example, in certain cases, the Divine manifestation may be partly
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a miracle and partly a healing. There are also unusual or unique
miracles, that have happened only once, or else have occurred
very rarely."
The Miracle of Supply is quite a common miracle, either the
article or substance needed is created for the first time to ful
fill a demand for it, or it is already in existence, and only
requires the miracle of instant teleportation (some times from
the opposite part of the globe, so to speak) to where it is ur
gently needed.
The Miracle of Raising the Dead is not a new miracle, but th€
use of the Miracle will probably occur in the future, sometime
before the year of 1976, and then on for a considerable time, or
as long as this Miracle is required.
The Miracle of Judgment is not too clear at this time, but
in all probability after 1976 more will be known about it.
The Miracle of Deliverance will be experienced many, many
times in the not too distant future, when the Red Enemies are
creating destruction in the USA, throwing thousands into jails.
The Miracle of Overruling Nature is a very simple one (in the
future). Any number of Mystics can perform this Miracle right
now, but they are not like the Hindu Fakir, performing miracles
for the amazement of the mass-minded. However in the future it
will be quite a common practice, and when it takes place the
Mystics, or those with this GIFT will not have to "perform" in
secret.
Your particular GIFT is very important to you, even though it
is the GIFT of TEACHER. One good Teacher could be of more impor
tance than many of the other GIFTS as far as Inspiration, Intuition
and/or the Mysteries are concerned. A Teacher has to know about
the GIFTS so that he or she is able to instruct other GIFT HOLDERS
as to the wise employment of their GIFTS.
The Fellowship Monastery "over the hill from the ocean" was
actually a training school where young men and old could receive
training in the GIFTS that were their special own. No one has all
SEVEN GIFTS, but out of every congregation of people each have
One GIFT that is his or her very own. Most of you good people
have been going to church for a considerable number of years, but
you were nevertold that you had ONE of the SEVEN SPECIAL GIFTS.
You were never told to "earnestly covet the best GIFTS", as listed
in I Cor. 12:31, for the simple reason that your priest or pastor
was ignorant of these marvelous GIFTS. He couldn't be blamed for
this though -- they were revealed to the world only after February
4-5 , 1962 and made acceptable for the average Christian.
These GIFTS are for you NOW!
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THE SOURCE OF THE WORDS OF WISDOM

Chapter Six
This is a Special GIFT — the Words of Wisdom. It is a
Divine GIFT, a GIFT from the Spirit of God. Of course everyone
doesn't have this GIFT. Only the ones who have been TEACHING
for some time are given this GIFT. Both men and women have it
... providing they have no other GIFT. The rule seems to be;
not more than one GIFT to an Individual. Those that have this
wonderful GIFT -- the GIFT of WISDOM - - d o not have the GIFT of
Prophecy, or the GIFT of Healing, or the GIFT of Faith, or the
GIFT of Discerning of Spirits, or the GIFT of Working of Miracles.
All the GIFTS originate from the ART of being a Teacher. There
is a difference in the ART of being a Teacher from that of the GIFT
of TEACHER. One has to be a Teacher for some time before he or she
actually knows what his Divine GIFT really is. In the design on
the front cover of this Monograph the No. 1 circle in the center
of the other GIFTS includes both the Art of being a Teacher and
the GIFT of being a TEACHER. Every person who has a GIFT, other
than TEACHER, has started with the Art of being a Teacher, and
when he or she has been teaching for some time then one day it is
discovered Just what his or her real GIFT is.
Few of the Seven GIFTS take up all of one's time, other than
perhaps the GIFT of FAITH, and the GIFT OF HEALING. Everyone who
has a GIFT employs It only whenever it is necessary. In all prob
ability only the GIFT of Healing is a full-time GIFT, and it will
be so until the last person is healed not only Physically but Ment
ally and Spiritually as well.
There are three kinds of Wisdom: the GIFT of Wisdom from the
Holy Spirit; the Wisdom of Man; and Satanic Wisdom, or the Wisdom
from Satan.
Let us take up and discuss for a moment the SATANIC WISDOM.
A great number of people believe that the Wisdom of Satan is always
wrong, but this is not a fact by any means. Lucifer's Wisdom is
the Wisdom that will always be to his interest. He is willing to
go along with the Wisdom of Man and further it if he, Satan, sees
that it will further his activity among men.
The Black Magicians are great favorites to Satan as long as
they will do his bidding (dirty work). In one of our latest Mono
graphs -- "THE FLAMING FATE OF THE USA" -- we showed how the Sov
iets are so in league with the Black Magicians (all emmisaries of
Satan) that for "valuable considerations" the Black Magicians will
actually work with the Invading Red Armies. The Black Magicians
have the power to stir up and put into diabolical action nature
spirits called Salamanders — the spirits or elementals of fire.
These are nature spirits most easy to activate -- they are always
ready to cause a fire.
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Satan works with human spirits recently passed from the phys
ical body to cause strife among human beings. He is especially
good at causing strife among church denominations, not that the
church denominations are "of the devil", but through his fallen
angels and through his "flock of meddling human spirits" he has a
pretty good grip on most every situation. The Wisdom of Satan is
one of the best (or the worst).
St. James refers to this "wisdom" as follows: "But if ye
have bitter envying and strife in your hearts, glory not, and lie
not against the truth. This wisdom descendeth not from above, but
is earthly, sensual, devilish. For where envying and strife is,
there is confusion and every evil work." (James 3:l^-l6)
THE WISDOM OF MAN. The Wisdom of Man is for the most part
selfish and self-centered and it is often tinged with the same
Wisdom as that of Satan, but very seldom is influenced with the
acts of the Spirit. Wisdom of Man has always been great when he
allows himself to use it. Putting a man on the moon is a very
clever thing, and it requires great Human Wisdom to do it, but
such an achievement uses neither Satanic Wisdom nor Divine Wisdom.
A human being is quite intelligent, and when he has a goal, and
the desire for accomplishment, it will be done if it is at all
humanly possible.
THE WISDOM OF THE SUPER-NATURAL. The Wisdom of Spiritual Man
does not stem from Satanic influence, nor does it originate in the
mind of man, no matter how good he may be or seem to be. The
source of this Wisdom is from the Holy Spirit and it is a genuine
GIFT. It comes on all who are destined to receive this GIFT of
WISDOM. After one has been a Teacher for a period of time the GIFT
of WISDOM may come upon him, that is, if his GIFT is not that of
TEACHER or any of the other GIFTS.
The British author says in his book, "Gifts of the Spirit",
concerning the GIFT of Wisdom:
"God keeps before Him in the same divine storehouse all the
facts of heaven and earth. But we must add that He also keeps be
fore Him in the same Divine storehouse all the facts of time and
eternity; all facts that not only are and have been, but all the
facts that shall be throughout the eternal ages ... For since God
is ever conscious of all present things and future things, He must
also be ever conscious of that infinite gradation of things that
lie between present and future ... This present development of God's
known present into God's known future is in reality the expression
of His Sovereign Purpose, His determinate Counsel, His applied
knowledge and experience, His Wisdom. So the moment that God shows
a man a glimpse of some event that has not yet transpired, He has
really given him a fragmentary revelation of His revelation of His
infinite purpose; He has virtually shown him what He is going tb
do between now and then and His reason for doing it; He has given
him a word of Divine wisdom."
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In a sense, Divine Wisdom and Divine Knowledge are the sum
total of definite knowledge of God, past, present and future. The
Word of Wisdom and the Word of Knowledge are two separate GIFTS
but both work closely together.
Solomon In the Old Testament was given WISDOM to rule wisely
over the Children of Israel. However this great GIFT of Wisdom to
rule the people wisely did not include the GIFT of Knowledge. I
realize that there is quite a wide difference between the GIFT of
Wisdom and the GIFT of Knowledge, but one must meditate consider
ably on the difference between the two before the differences will
begin to appear.- First darkly, but a little later on, very clear.
Solomon's GIFT of Wisdom did not extend into the field of the
the financial world -- he almost broke the nation of Israel by his
extravagant spending building his "Temple". It did not extend into
the "world of matrimony" -- Solomon acquired 700 wives and 300
concubines. That would have perhaps been alright had it not been
that the Nation of Israel was overtaxed, to the point of bankruptcy
by his urge for sexual gratification. Nevertheless his GIFT of
Wisdom stayed firmly intact regarding the things that his WISDOM
explicitly covered.
Another man in the 1 7 th and 18th centuries had a great deal of
WISDOM, probably much more than King Solomon had. His name was
Emanuel Swedenborg (1688-1772). He, like King Solomon, was bril
liantly educated, but in the natural sciences of his day. He was
a Spiritual man, but later on he was under the suspicion of heter
odoxy by the Lutheran Church. He placed more emphasis on the card
inal virtues of faith, love and communion with God than on dogma.
One day when he was about middle-age the Spirit of the GIFT of
Wisdom came upon him, and he followed his GIFT by writing an entire
commentary on the Bible, plus many other writings and books.
His "cardinal virtues" got him into great difficulty with the
State Church of Sweden, Lutheran. -He fled to London, England and
was welcomed by the British people. He died in 1772 and was buried
in the Swedish Church in London. In 1908 his remains were removed
at the request of the Swedish government and then taken to Sweden.
* * * * * * * * * * * *
The men at the Fellowship Monastery were now beginning to
"shape up" Mentally, Physically and Spiritually. They were prepar
ing themselves for the Seven INDIVIDUAL GIFTS. However, none of
them as yet knew which GIFT was his personally. The Elder Brothers
of the Order probably began to realize by this time which of the
Individual GIFTS were for each of the men as most of them had made
such excellent progress In weeding out their nine or ten Negative
Emotions and had done equally well at building in Positive EMOTIONS.
They were quite advanced in their all-around achievements as regard
ing the NEW, FIVE-FOLD LIFE.
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THE GIFTS OF THE WORDS OF KNOWLEDGE

Chapter Seven
Like any of the other GIFTS this one is for you to use when
ever the circumstances demand. Naturally when you reach a high
degree of Super-natural knowledge you will not stand on "form and
ceremony" as to when you are to use it. The GIFT of KNOWLEDGE,
even if it is not your own GIFT, can be rightly and effectively
used when there is no other person around who has this particular
GIFT. However, quickly make sure that there is no other person
around who has the GIFT of Knowledge when you employ this GIFT.
The GIFT of HEALING can be used by you if there is no other
person around whose natural GIFT is the GIFT of Healing. You will
be effective enough in the GIFT of Healing to save the person's
life in an emergency and to get him as quickly as possible to one
whose GIFT is HEALING.
4
As we explained in the previous chapter the GIFT of Wisdom
and the GIFT of Knowledge are two separate and distinct GIFTS, and
by a careful study you will begin to realize the difference; that
is, if you are enthusiastic in knowing about the difference be
tween the GIFTS. You will probably not know too much about the
differences between the GIFTS until it has been revealed to you
just which of the Seven GIFTS is definitely yours. But do not
worry about the GIFTS for a moment. "Read up" on all of them and
when your GIFT is suddenly, or gently, revealed to you, you will
recognize it as the GIFT that has been given to you personally.
The GIFT of the Words of Knowledge is the most far reaching
of any of the GIFTS, with the probable exception of the GIFT of
Teaching. Let us explain again the one sure way to realize which
GIFT is really yours is to start out with the activity of Teaching,
not with the GIFT of Teaching, but with just plain, ordinary Teach
ing. Do this and one day to your amazement you will be shown Just
what your INDIVIDUAL GIFT is. As we stated before it could be any
one of the Seven GIFTS, and that includes the GIFT of TEACHING.
Up until you were shown just which particular GIFT is yours, If
you were a fairly good teacher, suddenly, or not so suddenly, you
may realize that TEACHING is YOUR GIFT.
On the other hand, even if you become an excellent Teacher, you
might suddenly realize that your GIFT is any one of the other six
GIFTS. It could be the GIFT of the Words of Knowledge. The "Words"
of knowledge indicates that it Is quite wide in its application,
that it covers many, varied, usual and unusual subjects -- subjects
that you may or may not have been schooled in.
I knew a woman who had the GIFT of Knowledge who did not know
a thing about medicine and whose GIFT was not that of a Healer.
She entered a sick room one day, gazed upon the sick person for a
few seconds, and recommended a most simple "cure" -- salt water
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from the ocean. A glassful every morning before breakfast. The
patient, who had four doctors in attendance, was given the "salt
water cure" by order of one of the doctors, simply because they
had exhausted their medical knowledge and to "make it legal".
After the second day the patient's appetite returned in such a
marvelous way, digesting all that he ate, that he gained one pound
of weight each day, and was back on his job again in three week's
time. The four doctors had "predicted" that the patient would be
dead in less time than that.
I knew of this rather interesting case, and four months later
I had an opportunity to meet the lady with the GIFT of Knowledge
who had recommended "salt water" as a cure for the malady that de
fied four practitioners of the Medical Profession. I asked her how
she knew that ocean water was a "specific" for the unusual afflic
tion. She couldn't remember having suggested salt water at all,
however she did vaguely remember visiting the patient. And thus my
investigation of the rather phenomenal healing came to a more or
less abrupt end.
One whose GIFT is definitely a GIFT of Knowledge can work in
all Five Departments of Life -- Spiritual, Mental, Physical, Soc
ial and Financial -- not for himself, but definitely for others.
The person with this wonderful GIFT will know when he is to apply
the use of his GIFT, after all it is a GIFT of Knowledge, and a
person with this Super-natural GIFT knows when to apply it.
An indiscriminate use of this GIFT would so solve people's
problems that they would no longer depend on their Conscious Mind
-- Reason, Will and Judgment -- but could develop into "zombies",
depending upon some other person's GIFT of Knowledge to help them
out of every negative situation they may have consciously or un
consciously gotten themselves into. The old rule of "Never do for
others that which they can do for themselves" should be religiously
observed.
Read up on the Seven GIFTS. Actually there are NINE, but the
last two GIFTS -- Speaking in Tongues and Interpreting Tongues are
minor GIFTS and are used now effectively only by missionaries. These
two GIFTS are the last of the list. St. Paul says, "But covet
earnestly the best gifts". "Covet" means to desire, desire earnest
ly the best GIFTS. A few of the better GIFTS would be; the GIFT of
Miracles, the GIFT of Faith, the GIFT of the Teacher, the GIFT of
Knowledge, the GIFT of Discerning of Spirits, and most certainly,
the GIFT of Healing.
The two "GIFT Chapters" are the 12th and the 14th of the Book
of I Corinthians. Read these two Chapters in the King James' Ver
sion of the Bible. However, do not stop with the King James' Ver
sion; read these two Chapters in as many versions or translations
as possible. Remember in all of them the translators probably did
not know ju3 t what they were translating. Only in more or less
recent years have Bible students known the meaning of these two
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Chapters -- many of them still do not. They all have a tendency
to "see through a glass darkly" as far as these two Chapters are
concerned.
We have been in the Last Generation only since February 4-5,
1962. That is hardly long enough to make any kind of a TURNABOUT
Mentally or Spiritually. Quite true some of the best books written
on the subject of GIFTS were written and published quite a few
years ago by authors who were quite ahead of their times. So far
ahead that most Christians haven't caught up with them. But the
time is coming, and soon, when the WORKS of the SPIRIT will be
earnestly sought after; then men and women will know what they
have been missing for "lo these many years" and will attempt to
catch up with the Spiritual Realities.
People, young and old, are seeking for something, but they
do not know what that something is. A great many of them are look
ing outside themselves for that "something", some are looking in
side themselves for the "answers" and that is what the psychedelic
"urge" is about. They know that they are missing something, some
thing that they never have experienced before and they do not know
what that something is. Not until they find time to begin to ex
perience the GIFTS that are within them will they really discover
what that "something" is. When that takes place they will be NEW
CREATIONS. But that is a little distance in the future, first
they have to "turnabout" and rid themselves of their miserable Neg
atives .
Right now it is very easy to root out Negative Emotions and
build in POSITIVE ones, but in the future, when things unusual and
phenomenal are happening on every hand and side, it will not be so
easy. In fact, it will be quite difficult but fortunately for
those people who arrive on the other side of Chaos -- 1976-1977 -
for there will be a great number of Teachers to help them. Do you
know who these Teachers will be? They will be YOU and all others
who are making progress with themselves right now, at this time.
That is what the Fellowship House or Fraternity was established
for, to take care of those who showed good signs of progress in
the very near future. Men of all ages were gathered at the Monas
tery to make quick, lasting, and ever increasing progress. Before
the men were contacted they were selected, unbeknownst by them of
course. When the right men were located, then under the right con
ditions, they were personally contacted by an advanced member of
the Fellowship Fraternity and invited to attend the session at the
Monastery which would require several years of study, work and the
"regaining the years that the locusts had eaten".
They were all "hand picked", so to speak. The more advanced
Members of the Fellowship had searched far and wide to select just
the right Aspirants who would make the most rapid progress in their
training.
000OOO000
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THE GIFTS OF HEALING OF MIND AND BODY

Chapter Eight
The GIFT of Healing, by a true Healer, is a demanding one
these days. Many of the people who have this GIFT are reticent
to let it be known they have the GIFT of Healing for fear that
every person who has some kind of a Physical or Mental ailment
will be "beating a path to the door" of the Healer. If a person
finds that his GIFT is Healing and he let it be known, the news
of his GIFT will travel like wild fire; he will not then have a
single moment for himself.
Unfortunately many Christian people, and others also, feel
that the GIFT was given free of charge and the Healer should "work"
for nothing, never realizing that the Healer has to pay his bills
like other folks. If the person or persons who have been healed
do realize this fact, feeling a bit of a remuneration is in order,
they will offer some paltry amount as their "contribution" to the
Great Healing that they have received. They may have spent a for
tune on men of the Medical Profession, but when it comes to Spirit
ual Healing they some how or other, think that it is "free". It
is free, but decency would indicate that a healing of an affliction
that has lasted many years, and after being treated by all the "best"
doctors without success, and a Spiritual Healer in a very short
time accomplished what the afflicted person may have paid thousands
and thousands of dollars for, should be rewarded with somewhat more
than "small change".
This is the unfortunate condition that those with the GIFT of
of Healing have to work under. Is there any reason why they often
do not fully appreciate their GIFT and do not employ it? All of
the other GIFTS are more or less hedged about by protective devices
so that those who have them can feel a reasonable amount of secur
ity from the public but not the Spiritual or Divine Healer. Once
he is known as a Healer the public not only "beats a path to his
door", but crawls through his windows, comes down his chimney, or
"bull-dozes" away his walls -- any way to get to the Healer, by
fair means or foul.
In the near future it is hoped that there will be many Divine
Healers that will serve the people and also relieve the present
Healers of their terrific load.
In the 12th Chapter of I Corinthians beginning at the 28th
verse, St. Paul gives the order of the "best GIFTS". First,
Apostles; Second, Prophets; Third, Teachers; Fourth, Miracle Work
ers; and then the GIFT of Healing. This GIFT is Fifth among the
various GIFTS. As we have indicated, the gateway to all of the
GIFTS comes through the Art of Teaching (not the GIFT of Teaching).
There is a great difference between an "art" and a GIFT. An art
is something that one comes proficient in by performing it a number
of times; each time the Teacher teaches, if he is wise and intelli
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gent, he naturally increases his ability to teach. But not so with
any of the GIFTS, they seem to come on one in a single flash, not
always in exactly the same way, but the end result is the same.
Years ago I lived in a city in Northern California where I
attended a small church of a rather large denomination. One of
the members, "Brother Reynolds" we will call him, was a faithful
and very good member of the church. He was about seventy years
old, and had been a heavy smoker. He developed throat cancer from
his excessive smoking. His MD ordered him to eliminate smoking,
which he did immediately, but the cancer was not even abated. It
seemed to develop all the more rapidly although that was not an
established fact. His vocal cords were so impaired that he could
no longer speak.
Then one day we missed Bro. Reynolds from the services. No
one knew where he had gone. After about three weeks he showed up
again at one of the evening meetings. When that part of the ser
vice was opened for "testimonies", Bro. Reynolds was one of the
first to speak and in a perfectly clear voice. It seems that as
a result of a trip to Los Angeles he had been completely healed
of his terrible affliction instantly when a Dr. Yocum for a moment
laid his hands on the head of Bro. Reynolds.
After the meeting no one went up to Bro. Reynolds to speak a
word of "congratulation" on his miraculous healing, except me. I
was very interested in Divine Healing due to the fact that one mem
ber of my own family had been healed of a most terrible condition
under very mystical circumstances. I knew it could be done.
I was so interested in the Healing of Bro. Reynolds that I
approached him after the meeting and performed the "congratula
tions" for the entire church. The pastor of the church as well as
his wife were almost in a "state of shock" at what had happened to
Bro. Reynolds -- sad to say, they weren't really happy about the
Miracle of Healing.
Eventually I moved to Los Angeles permanently. I had been so
impressed by the Healing that Dr. Yocum had performed on my friend
that at the first opportunity I went to the meeting place where
Dr. Yocum had done his Healing Ministry. In the meantime though,
(this was some fifteen years later), Dr. Yocum had died, but not
before making a number of healing trips across and around the USA.
By sheer good fortune I became acquainted with Dr. Yocum's travel
ing companion and manager. He told me of the thousands of instant
healings that had been done through the good Doctor on his trips
across the Nation. Many of the healings were Miraculous.
I must explain briefly how Dr. Yocum, a Medical Doctor, found
that his GIFT was that of a Healer. He had, in his day been quite
a well known physician, but as he grew older he let his practice of
medicine "fall by the wayside" though he still practiced a little
with some of his older patients. One day he laid his hands on the
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back of a patient who had experienced a very painful spine injury.
No sooner had the Docter laid his hands on the patient than the
pain Instantly departed and the patient rose from the examination
table completely healed. This greatly astonished Dr. Yocum as
well as the patient. The Doctor soon found that in patient after
patient all he had to do was to place his hands lightly on the
patient and the patient was healed.
Well, the news spread, and before the end of two weeks he was
the most sought after MD in all of Los Angeles. The Doctor was a
deeply Spiritual man and found that he had to move from his office
to a church building in the eastern part of Los Angeles where he
continued to practice his Great GIFT of Healing. Insistent demands
were made upon him to visit other cities to perform his Healing
GIFT. Then, one day he returned home utterly exhausted, went to
bed and died in his sleep.
Some who have the GIFT of Healing lay hands on the sick and
afflicted persons, as did Dr. Yocum. Some Healers require a great
number of assistants, holding large meetings with plenty of "fan
fare and trumpets" in order to do their best Healing. Then there
areother Healers that do their best work in the privacy of their
own homes, doing their Healing by means of the telephone or by
letter. These Healers are the most GIFTED, in my estimation. They
can do a wonderful WORK of Healing right in the patient's home no
matter how far distant the afflicted person lives from the Healer.
Time and distance do not exist to the GIFTED Healer.
It isn't always the Healer's fault if everyone does not get
healed. Sometimes it is a lack of faith on the afflicted person's
part that prevents them from becoming healed; more often than not
it is their negative attitude that prevents a healing....an atti
tude of: "I dare you to heal me" is often felt so strongly and
adversely by the Healer that he cannot get through to Heal.
In great revival meetings where the predominant attention is
placed on Healing the people who "come forward" it Is quite easy
for a genuine Healer to be successful for the congregation is
"hypnotized" into feeling that "Healing is for them".
The Healer that I admire most is the Healer that does not re
quire even the laying on of hands, and positively no "fanfare".
This is the Healer who doesn't even see his patients; they contact
him by letter. Instantly upon receiving and opening the patient's
letter, and even before it is read, the Healer knows what their
affliction is and how to apply his Healing GIFT to the sick and
afflicted person. The vibration of illness is felt in touching
the letter and it tells the true Healer much more than the words
of the letter. Such a wonderful GIFT of Healing is the GIFT of
the Rev. Carl Henry, 2757 m a d e r a a v e . Oa k l a n d i 9, c a l if .
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THE ABILITY OF DISCERNING OF SPIRITS

Chapter Nine
Most of the ELECT have this GIFT along with their true or
Personal GIFT. It will be necessary in the Spirit-filled future
to know with whom you are dealing. False "Christs" -- demons,
spirits and entities -- are abroad in the land today, and by the
time we reach 1976 they will be much more abundant. I John,
Chapter 4, verses 1-3 inclusive gives a very effective way of
determining the True Spirits from the false spirits. You will
have an opportunity to use this TECHNIQUE many, many times in the
future, and so it is a wise person who becomes familiar with this
METHOD, even though his GIFT is NOT that of Discerning of Spirits.
Spirits fall mainly into three catagories:
(1) Angelic Spirits
(2) Departed Human Spirits
(3) Demon or Satanic Spirits
The Angelic Spirits are of the group known as the White
Angels. There are Nine Orders of these White Angelic Beings. The
lowest Order of these are simply known as Angels. The next high
er Order are known as Archangels, and they go right on upward to
the Orders of Cherubim and Seraphim. The Seraphim are the very
highest, the 9th Order. The Cherubim are the 8th Order and once
upon a time, Multi-millenniums ago, Satan himself was the highest
of this Order. It was Satan who fell from "grace" carrying with
him a third of the "heavenly hosts".
These fallen Satanic angels are right here around the earth
and in the earth today, and if it were not for the White Angelic
Hosts the human race would have been long departed from the face
of the earth. Through the work of the Guardian Angels protecting
mankind, man is still on the face of the globe. Sometimes he is
a pretty sorry creature but he has free will and that means that
he alone is responsible for fiTs wrong or right ways, his Hell or
Heaven on earth which he makes for himself.
In Old Testament times there were no departed human beings
that could in any way molest living human beings because all human
beings who had died were soundly sleeping in a Paradise beneath
the earth's surface. But now that has all been changed with the
Resurrection-of Christ. Paradise is no longer in the earth but
it is now a Heavenly Paradise -- up from the earth. However, evil
and fallen angels who have never been in the flesh, and evil hu
man beings who have passed out of the flesh permanently, are in
and on the Seventh Lower Astral Plane which completely surrounds
the entire earth and extends up from it some distance.
When the average person permanently passes out of the flesh
in death he or she passes right into the 7th Lower Astral Plane
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and may be earthbound from 30 to 40 years, perhaps longer. When
his desire for earthly things begins to wane he passes up to a
higher Astral level -- the 6th -- and from there on he progresses
at a more rapid rate but not until he reaches the 1st Astral
Plane is he entirely fit for the Heavenly Places.
In your Monograph "From Creation to Re-Creation" on page 7
you will find the entire list of the Nine Orders of Angels and
the names of each group. On page 21 you will find the Eight
Orders of the fallen angels with Satan at the bottom of-the- list
-- in the center of the earth.
It would be well for you to read through your copy again of
the Monograph, "MAGIC - Black, White, Gray and Green". And for
men especially, "You Need HELP". This is wonderful information,
but Ilf does not "preach at you". With each problem there is a
way out and I hope that each of my Students will have sufficient
WISDOM and DESIRE to take advantage of the wonderful opportun
ities that are intended for both men and women, young and old.
We are living in a NEW ERA and you can do anything that you desire
to do concerning yourself and your improvement. When others see
your wonderful improvements they will desire to know what your
SECRET it. You can tell them just a little, and when they have
put that Into action and have gotten reasonably good results they
will be "at your door" for more Mystical Revelations. You have a
great wealth of INVALUABLE Information for YOURSELF and for others
but your friends and acquaintances wish to see improvement In you
before they will follow you as a TEACHER. Please do not deny them
this F-A-V-O-R.
The GIFT of Discerning of Spirits Is one of the GIFTS which
will last to the end of this Dispensation -- 1999 - 2001 -- for
evil will be with us at least for that long. These Discerners of
Spirits will work -closely with the other GIFT-HOLDERS for the
simple reason that most of them will possess Psychic Sight along
with their own special GIFT of Discerning Spirits.
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After about two years the small city of Casa del Rey was
rapidly being re-built by the townspeople, with the Aspirants and
Novices of the Fellowship helping. They actually were Teaching
all those who were interested and needless to say, most people in
the town and the country around were definitely interested. Many
of the people understood, when they were told about their Negative
Emotions, and lost no time in "outing" them.
They were also learning that a large number of their physical
afflictions were a result of Negative Emotions, but there are some
physical afflictions among humans that are not caused by Negative
Emotions but by a wrong way of living. For instance, the drink
ing of coffee over a period of years is said to be a direct cause
of prostate trouble in men. In Sweden and Norway, where the days
-
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are short and the nights are long, coffee drinking is a kind of
"way of life". They drink coffee morning, noon and evening and
far into the long nights. Prostate trouble among these Scandanavian men is the highest in the world. In Japan, where only
"foreigners" drink coffee -- the Japanese drink only tea -- there
is little or no prostate trouble among men.
The people in and around Casa del Rey were also learning that
as a person grows more Mentally alert and more Spiritual anything
in the way of food that will help him should quite naturally be
used. One of these "foods" are Sunflower Seeds which contain an
amazing amount of brain and nerve food -- PHOSPHOROUS. About
three ounces per day, finally ground will supply a man with a
minimum amount of Phosphorous, and that is why they grew so many
sunflowers over at the Fellowship Monastery.
At the Fraternity House the members of the Fellowship not only
kept the grounds about the buildings beautifully landscaped, but
farther away they raised their own fruits and vegetables. On the
places that weren't particularly adaptable for growing vegetables
the Novices planted sunflower seed -- there were literally sun
flowers on every knoll.
Besides the other very beneficial elements that sunflower
seeds contain there are over 850 units of phosphorous in them. This
is especially beneficial to a man for it gives him brain food,
food for his nerves, and food for the prostate gland. In order to
be highly effective the shelled seeds have to be finely ground in
a coffee mill, seed grinder, or if one has an electric blender,
soak the seeds for several hours in cool water (never hot water),
add some fruit juice and then blend them into a thin "soup". For
fuller information on how important sunflower seeds are to a man
see the excellent book, "THE PROSTATE", by J. I. Rodale.
Many of the Students had graduated from the "rank" of Aspir
ant and were Novices now. They were preparing to leave their happy
home in the Valley and go out into the NEW U.S.A. and teach others
the many methods and techniques which they had learned and prac
ticed at the Fellowship School.
This first group of Students to attend the Fellowship had
been here for a little more than two years. The first year had
been on the difficult side due to the fact that they had to learn
about the 36 Negative Emotions. Each of them, both Introverts and
Extroverts, had been busily engaged in "rooting out" their nine
or ten Negative Emotions. But for every two Negatives that the
Novices (formerly Aspirants) had "dug out", they built in POSITIVE
EMOTIONS, such as Joy, Happiness, Enthusiasm, Zeal, Fervor, Ecstasy,
etc., etc .
TOGETHERNESS didn't mean too much to the Aspirants when they
first came to the Fellowship School, but by the time they had con
quered their nine or ten miserable Negative Emotions and had begun
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to build-in HIGHLY POSITIVE Emotions in their place they had
crossed the line, so to speak, and were Novices now. TOGETHER
NESS had a real meaning to each of them, something that was
humanly impossible to realize while their Negative Emotions had
a stronghold on them.
Graduation day rolled around for the Novices -- each defin
itely knew what his particular GIFT was. It was a happy time for
all of them. They knew that they were going out among the people
of the USA and SPREAD THE WORD. They would Teach, Preach, Heal
the sick, and literally perform miracles in every avenue of Life.
The parting was not a sad one for the Novices; after a few years
of practicing their particular GIFTS among the people they would
probably return again to the Fellowship Monastery when the need
was apparent for special instructions.

000OOO000
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE GIFTS:

One of the most recent and
the most practical writings
on the subject of the Nine GIFTS is by Dr. Albert Grimes, 2220
No. Hollywood Way, C-4, Burbank, Calif. 91504. His two Mono
graphs are entitled "SPIRITUAL GIFTS", No. 1 and No. 2. They are
only $1.00 each. ($2.00 for both). They are very comprehensive
to the layman as well as the clergy. Real NEW AGE Manuscripts.
FOR MEN ONLY:

J. I. Rodale, Rodale Books Inc., Emmaus, Pa. 18049
has written a marvelous book, "THE PROSTATE". The
book is only $3.75> and by following along with his simple, but
very practical instruction you may not have to have an operation
on the Prostate after all.
He suggests the total elimination of
coffee from the diet and the addition of a small amount of sun
flower and pumpkin seed daily.
You can get both of the seeds from your local health food
store or you can order them by mail from The U.S. Health Club, Inc
23 No. Broadway, Yonkers, N.Y. 10701. If you live in the western
states, order from Vitamin-Quota, 1125 Crenshaw Blvd., Los Angeles
Calif.
90016. Either of these concerns will send free Catalog.
If you donot have a blender or a coffee mill to "liquify"
the seeds you can get one from the U.S. Health Club, Inc. (address
above) for $4.95, Catalog No. 307. An old coffee mill will be
OK, but be sure It is clean and set the mill on "fine grind".
FOR WOMEN ONLY:

There is a very good book for all of you women.
It is called "BODY DYNAMICS". It is written by
a woman for women who have tried out all of her discoveries and
found them very good. Before ordering the book send for a "broad
side" or information literature regarding the book. Send to -
Information, Incorporated, 119 5th Ave., New York, N.Y. 10003
(Caution: Do not leave "Body Dynamics" lying about if you are a
married woman. Your husband will be sure to read it and pick up
and practice many youthifying ideas and practices. It's OK though
if you don't mind him looking younger!)
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